The relation of near-infrared spectroscopy with changes in peripheral circulation in critically ill patients.
We conducted this observational study to investigate tissue oxygen saturation during a vascular occlusion test in relationship with the condition of peripheral circulation and outcome in critically ill patients. Prospective observational study. Multidisciplinary intensive care unit in a university hospital. Seventy-three critically ill adult patients admitted to the intensive care unit. None. Patients were followed every 24 hrs until day 3 after intensive care admission. Near-infrared spectroscopy was used to measure thenar tissue oxygen saturation, tissue oxygen saturation deoxygenation rate, and tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate after the vascular occlusion test. Measurements included heart rate, mean arterial pressure, forearm-to-fingertip skin-temperature gradient, and physical examination of peripheral perfusion with capillary refill time. Patients were stratified according to the condition of peripheral circulation (abnormal: forearm-to-fingertip skin-temperature gradient ≥4 and capillary refill time >4.5 secs). The outcome was defined based on the daily Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score and blood lactate levels. Upon intensive care unit admission, 35 (47.9%) patients had abnormal peripheral perfusion (forearm-to-fingertip skin-temperature gradient >4 or capillary refill time >4.5 secs). With the exception of the tissue oxygen saturation deoxygenation rate, tissue oxygen saturation baseline and tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate were statistically lower in patients who exhibited abnormal peripheral perfusion than in those with normal peripheral perfusion: 72 ± 9 vs. 81 ± 9; p = .001 and 1.9 ± 0.7 vs. 3.2 ± 0.9; p = .001, respectively. When a mixed-model analysis was performed over time for estimate (s) calculation, adjusted to the condition of disease, we did not find a significant clinical effect between vascular occlusion test-derived tissue oxygen saturation measurements (as response variables) and mean systemic hemodynamic variables (as independent variables): tissue oxygen saturation vs. heart rate: s (95% confidence interval) = 0.007 (-0.08; 0.09); tissue oxygen saturation vs. mean arterial pressure: s (95% confidence interval) = -0.02 (-0.12; 0.08); tissue oxygen saturation deoxygenation rate vs. heart rate: s (95% confidence interval) = 0.002 (-0.0004; 0.006); tissue oxygen saturation deoxygenation rate vs. mean arterial pressure: s (95% confidence interval) - 0.0007 (-0.003; 0.004); tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate vs. heart rate: s (95% confidence interval) = -0.009 (-0.02; -0.0015); tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate vs. mean arterial pressure: s (95% confidence interval) = 0.01 (0.002; 0.018). However, there was a strong association between tissue oxygen saturation baseline and tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate with abnormal peripheral perfusion: tissue oxygen saturation vs. abnormal peripheral perfusion: s (95% confidence interval) = -10.1 (-13.9; -6.2); tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate vs. abnormal peripheral perfusion: s (95% confidence interval) =-10.1 (-13.9; -6.2); tissue oxygen saturation recovery rate vs. abnormal peripheral perfusion: s (95% confidence interval) = -1.1 (-1.4; -0.81). Poor outcome was more closely related to abnormalities in peripheral perfusion than to tissue oxygen saturation-derived parameters. We found that the condition of peripheral circulation in critically ill patients strongly influences tissue oxygen saturation resting values and the tissue oxygen saturation reoxygenation rate but not the tissue oxygen saturation deoxygenation rate. In addition, changes in near-infrared spectroscopy-derived variables were independent of condition of disease and were not accompanied by any major differences in systemic hemodynamic variables.